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The information provided on MVRS TOKEN website does not constitute investment advice, 
financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the 
website’s content as such. MVRS TOKEN team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency 
should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your 

financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing MVRS, you agree that 
you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and 
not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the 

token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no 
expectation of any form from MVRS TOKEN and its team. Although MVRS is a community 
driven token for social networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly 

recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because 
the team cannot ensure compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you 

are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER



WHAT IS MVRS
MVRS is a multi-purpose token, that serves as a utility token to 
purchase unique NFT's, Swap Coins/Tokens and use it in the 
project's in-house swap hub, MVRS Swap.
Stake your MVRS at up to 45% APY on MVRS Staking.
The team holds a burn event every month, where 0.5% of the 
circulating supply is burned until 50% total supply is burned.
The team holds weekly airdrops which are updated automatically 
on the official website.
Meta MVRS aims to help investors find an easy way to 
invest in a trio; NFT, Metaverse and Crypto with ease.

Approved on BscScan

Zero Tax
0.1% Slippage

Security Audit

https://swap.mvrstoken.space/#/swap
https://staking.mvrstoken.space/


LEGAL OPINION
“The MVRS Token is a utility token that can be used for exchanging 
for other cryptocurrencies. Lastly, it enables numerous functionalities 
in the distributed exchange network among participants.”

“The team’s mission is to create the best community that will enjoy 
NFT and Metaverse technologies and grow a global movement that 
defies the status quo and makes profitability intrinsically linked to 
positive social impact and Metaverse implementations.”

Meta MVRS Token



MVRS SWAP



OUR MISSION
Our Mission is to Create the best community that will enjoy NFT and 
Metaverse technologies and grow a global movement that defies the 
status quo and makes profitability intrinsically linked to positive social 
impact and MetaVerse implementations.

Ignite
We will IGNITE the torch that burns 

0.5% of MVRS Token Circulation 
every month, till 50% Burn

Build
We aim to BUILD the best 

community of MetaVerse believers.

Empower
We aim to EMPOWER the MVRS 

community by adding value via Weekly 
Airdrops



HODLE MVRS AND GROW WITH US
NFT collectibles are scheduled to launch on Q1 2022 followed by MVRS NFT DEMO Marketplace on late Q1 2022. 

Meta MVRS play2earn game is scheduled to launch on Q3 2022, with a demo version out Q2 2022.
The game will include MVRS NFT's which will be either purchasable or won in-game and would have the ability 

to be sold on the project's NFT marketplace, using MVRS Tokens.
The team recently launched a new dApp named 'MVRS Swap' which uses Pancakeswap's liquidity pool and 

works with no fees towards the Meta MVRS team. Meta MVRS Token was approved by BscScan and all of the 
project's data is approved and validated by the team. The token has undergone a smart contract security audit 

and received a successful mark. The token has ZERO TAX fees when buying or selling through decentralized 
exchanges. Zero Tax feature is important to help every investor, large or small, have the ability to trade or hold 

$MVRS and use all of it's utilities.

+



META MVRS ALSO: 
Successfully Audited
By Tech-Audit.org



OUR VISION





TOKENOMICS
0.5% Weekly Burn

We will hold Monthly Burn Events, every 
month 0.5% MVRS Token Circulation will be 

burned. Through this, we make MVRS a 
deflationary asset which contributes to future 

growth.

Swap Technology development
Every trade made through MVRS Swap in the 

future will use BNB/MVRS tokens as fees.
MVRS Swap is now available on the site.

NFT Marketplace development
Our NFT department includes our very own 

marketplace and a team of artists.
This feature will help all MVRS Hodlers to 

earn more profits from the project.

Play2Earn Metaverse Game
Meta MVRS play2earn Metaverse Game is 

scheduled to launch on Q3 2022, with a demo 
version out Q2 2022.
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ROADMAP



● MVRS NFT Available
● Boost your $MVRS Holdings with exclusive NFT's!

https://opensea.io/collection/metamvrspolygon



HOLDER BENEFITS
●● Up To 5,000 $MVRS Daily Drop (Depends On Rarity, Collected 

Monthly)
● Whitelisted For Metaverse Game Demo, Out Q2 2022
● FREE NFT On Metaverse Launch Q3 2022
● First Access To MVRS Social On Launch
● Exclusive Club On Telegram With Extra Rewards, Out February 

2022
● Owner of the ONLY Ultra NFT will receive 5M MVRS Every Week

https://www.mvrstoken.org/nft




